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THE JEWEL OF THE 3 VALLEYS

Courchevel, the largest skiing area in the world, benefits 
of an exceptional location in the heart of the 3 Valleys, as 
well as optimal snow conditions throughout the winter 
season. 

Thanks to its visionary and innovative spirit, the resort of 
Courchevel guarantees quality services to the up-most 
demands of French and international customers. 

The authenticity and friendliness of this enchanting 
village blends together for your greatest pleasure. Ski 
enthusiasts will be able to challenge the 600 km of 
slopes while lifestyle lovers will be able to enjoy the 
authentic cuisine of exceptional restaurants, discover 
the art at the top of the mountains or participate in the 
many activities offered by Courchevel (dog sledding, 
snowmobiling, sledging, paragliding).

Large open spaces with exceptional situation, warm 
ambiance, flawless and personalized service, and a 
new decor are the foundations of the Hotel Annapurna, 
luxury establishment for privileged guests.
Let yourself be caught up by the spectacular 
surroundings of our hotel nestled directly on the slopes 
of Courchevel 1850!

C O U R C H E V E L 
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For the Pinturault, hospitality is a family business!

Driven by a passion for mountains and skiing, Christiane 
and André Pinturault arrived in Courchevel in the early 60s. 
In 1972, they decide to build their first « new generation » 

luxury hotel. Construction lasts for two summers: 1973 and 
1974. Christmas 1974 marks the opening of this new jewel.

Because of a life-long friendship with Maurice Herzog, famous 
mountain-climber who ascended the Annapurna, first 8000 

meters in 1950, André Pinturault decides to name his hotel after this 
man and the incredible challenge he realized and achieved.

This is the beginning of the story of the Hotel Annapurna.

In the 80’s, Christiane and André trust their son with the hotel’s management and 
during the season of 1985-1986, Claude Pinturault becomes the head of the Hotel 
Annapurna. The first changes took place the following summer, when Claude 
decides to create the hotel’s first suites. 

H I S TO R Y
A NEW CHAPTER

Since 2008, the Hotel Annapurna has gone through various makeovers, 
however always while maintaining its own mountain image. Improvement 
of the facilities for disabled people, rooms renovations, bar and restaurant 
refurbishments, rebuilt of façades and balconies, renovation of the wellness 
area, creation of a Kid’s Club, … the Hotel Annapurna never stopped to renew 
itself!

To carry on the tradition, Sandra Pinturault, Claude’s daughter, joined the 
hotel’s team in 2013. Climbing up from receptionist to Front Office Manager, 
she now leads the hotel as General Manager. 

In 2017, Sandra decides to remodel the hotel’s logo, maintaining tradition but 
giving it a new breath. It is the beginning of a new era for the Hotel Annapurna.

Almost fifty years later, Sandra keeps on adapting her jewel to accommodate 
an ever more demanding clientele, thus maintaining the hotel’s status as one 
of the most sumptuous 5-star hotel of the resort. Today, the Hotel Annapurna, 
one of the last hotel of the resort still led by its founding family, is a reflection of 
its residents: singular and remarkable.
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R O O M S
BETWEEN SKIES AND MOUNTAINS

Valley
Total surface area of 26sqm, valley view

Refined and elegant, our Valley rooms are thoughtfully 
furnished and invite you to enjoy the peaceful beauty of the 

surrounding nature, for a one-of-a-kind stay.
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R O O M S
BETWEEN SKIES AND MOUNTAINS

Saulire
Total surface area of 30sqm, South view

With light as a streamline, our Saulire rooms are filled with 
brightness and offer breathtaking panoramas with their 
balconies facing South. Elegantly designed, these cozy rooms 
combine delicacy and refinement with their large beds and 
soft cushions. The bathrooms are equally harmonious, with 

shower, bath, and a large vanity area.

For families needing more space, it is possible to associate 
another Saulire room or a Junior Suite to a Saulire room.
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R O O M S
BETWEEN SKIES AND MOUNTAINS

South - East  Family
Total surface area between 47sqm

Ideal for families that require two rooms, our Family Rooms 
offer the intimate feel of a private chalet. These rooms present 
two large bedrooms (30 and 17sqm) and bathrooms as well 
as extended balconies overlooking the peaceful beauty of 

the mountains and slopes of Courchevel. 

These rooms can connect to Saulire rooms.
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R O O M S
BETWEEN SKIES AND MOUNTAINS

South - West  Family
Total surface area between 56sqm

Ideal for families that require two rooms, our Family Rooms 
offer the intimate feel of a private chalet. These rooms present 
two large bedrooms (30 and 26sqm) and bathrooms as well 
as extended balconies overlooking the peaceful beauty of 

the mountains and slopes of Courchevel. 

These rooms can connect to Saulire rooms.
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S U I T E S
THE PINNACLE OF ELEGANCE

Junior Simple Bay
Total surface area of 42sqm, South view

Facing south, our Junior Suites Simple Bay offer a large 
open 42-sqm area, combining a cozy bedroom opening to a 
cocooning living room. The spacious bathroom is equipped 

with a bathtub and shower “à l’italienne”.
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S U I T E S
THE PINNACLE OF ELEGANCE

Junior Double Bay
Total surface area of 45sqm, South view

With a large filing balcony right overlooking the mountains, 
our Junior Suite Double Bay present a refined décor with 
a spacious bedroom as well as a comfortable living room. 
The bathroom offers a bathtub as well as a shower equipped 

with Skinjay diffusers for an absolute well-being.
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S U I T E S
THE PINNACLE OF ELEGANCE

Signature Junior
Total surface area of 48sqm, South view

Our 48-sqm Signature Junior Suite is a one-of-a-kind 
product. The welcoming refinement unveils itself in elegance 
with its impregnable view over the domain and large room 

and continuous living room.
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S U I T E S
THE PINNACLE OF ELEGANCE

Annapurna
Total surface area of 60sqm, South view

Our Annapurna Suites are your home away from home to 
discover Courchevel’s domain. With abundant natural light 
and panoramic windows that flood the entire suite with 
natural light, they are adorned with warm elegance and offer 
magical views. They have large bedrooms with bathrooms 
equipped with Skinjay diffusers and balneotherapy bathtub 
as well as a living and dining area to enjoy intimate moments.
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S I G N AT U R E S  S U I T E S
THE PINNACLE OF ELEGANCE

Makalu
Total surface area of 65sqm, valley view

This atypical duplex Suite promises a unique and memorable 
experience. With a living area right under the roofs, 
highlighting the beauty of the natural wood cross beams, 
our Makalu Suite presents a majestic view of the valley from 
its generous balcony. Treat yourself with the comfort of this 

refined Suite with contemporary design.
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S I G N AT U R E S  S U I T E S
THE PINNACLE OF ELEGANCE

K2
Total surface area of 100sqm, South view

Like the enchanting charm of the hotel, this harmonious 
Suite is ideal for guests seeking total privacy and exclusivity. 
Our K2 Suite offers a wonderful feeling of well-being and 
peacefulness with its spacious living area furnished with 
comfortable and cozy sofas, its generous fireplace, large 
balcony, and private sauna for a relaxing break in the heart 

of winter.
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S I G N AT U R E S  S U I T E S
THE PINNACLE OF ELEGANCE

Everest
Total surface area of 150sqm, South & West view 

With its incredible ceiling height, its splendid terrace offering 
extraordinary views and its gorgeous fireplace, the Everest 
Suite offers the warm and cozy atmosphere of a mountain 
chalet. It has two elegant bedrooms and bathrooms, out 
of which one benefits from a private sauna overlooking 
the mountains, and two living rooms where you will be 
able to work, entertain or relax peacefully. Staying in the 
Everest Suite is the promise of memorable moments and 

unforgettable memories! 
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W E L L N E S S  B U B B L E  
A RITUAL OF PLEASURE WITH CODAGE

Whether you choose to train and swim in the 15-meters indoor pool or enjoy 
a relaxing moment in the heated outdoor pool, the spa guarantees you a 
unique sensory escape. Lay down on one of the deckchairs in front of the Salt 
Wall that offers soothing virtues or pamper yourself with a luxurious holistic 
experience of pure serenity and rejuvenation in one of our two treatment 

rooms dedicated to products of the Codage brand.

CODAGE Paris is a French cosmetic brand whose expertise, inherited from 
pharmaceuticals traditions, is based on the formulation of Haute Couture 
serums that respond to specific skin needs. Each serum is composed of nutri-

elements and cocktails of active ingredients that treat precise skin issues.

Each person gets an opportunity to discuss, with an expert, his or her lifestyle, 
needs, and wishes, and to receive a bespoke formula in exchange. As a result, 
the excellence of the formulas is based on attention to each individual skin, a 
perfect understanding of the properties of the active ingredients used, and 

the precision of their dosage.

The jacuzzi and panoramic sauna are stylish sanctuaries offering you an 
incomparable experience. Purify your body and mind in one of our two blue 

mosaic hammams and raise all your senses with our sensory shower.

Increase your physical and mental performance in our fitness area where you 
will sculpt your body or use our cardio training machines. Our physiotherapist 

is in charge of relaxing your muscles and relieving your tensions or pains.
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Altitude 1900
Let yourself be charmed by our delicious and refined cuisine 
in the cozy and warm atmosphere of our restaurant l’Altitude 
1900. This restaurant offers a cuisine combining local products, 
authenticity, and exquisite flavors. 

Endowed with a creative spirit and an astonishing sense of 
precision, our talented Pastry Chef makes pastries that delight the 
pupils and taste buds of all our customers. He combines flavors 
and textures with precision and accuracy to achieve an ideal and 

original result. Constantly renewing himself by combining creativity 
and technicality, he offers breathtaking desserts.

On the Pralong track, in the tranquility of the surrounding snowy 
peaks, our outside terrace welcomes you for a lunch under the 
sunshine.

R E S TA U R A N T
AN ART OF LIVING
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The bar brings together families, 
friends and lovers for delicious 
cocktails made by our Head 
Bartender. At nightfall, meet your 
friends and family around our cozy 
fireplace and enjoy our musical 
entertainment for moments out of 

time... 

B A R
AN ART OF LIVING

Bar 1974
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O U R  S E R V I C E S
THE ART OF WELCOMING & ENTERTAINING

Whether you want to take your time and start 
your day slowly with breakfast in bed before going 
skiing or want to enjoy a snack in the middle of 

the night, our Room Service is accessible 24/7.

The tailor-made service of the 
Annapurna Sports Ski Shop and 
the « Ski Valet » will accompany you 
throughout your stay so that you can 

ride the slopes in complete serenity.

After a day on the slopes, come and 
pamper yourself in our hair salon.

The concierge is at your disposal before 
your arrival and during your visit and is 
committed to satisfying all your needs for 

a stay that suits you. 

We are here to answer all your requests 
so that we can provide you with the 
most memorable experience. Our shuttle 
service is at your disposal 24/7 to enjoy the 

numerous activities of the resort.

Enjoy a much-deserved 
break in the cozy armchairs 
of the lounge cigar while 
letting yourself be tempted 
by refined cigars, chichas, 
and delectable spirits.

Hairdresser

Ski Shop

Room Service

Concierge

Cigar Lounge
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Our Kids Icefield welcomes children so that your stay is an 
unforgettable experience for the whole family. Located directly at 
the hotel, our life size icefield provides fun activities indoor & outdoor 

for children from 3 to 8. 

Never short of ideas, we have got all sorts of creative workshops and 
activities so that your little ones can discover a world full of adventures, 
games, and entertainment. Our professional team of dynamic youth 

leaders will ensure they have the time of their lives!

Between two ski runs, teenagers can enjoy a game room entirely 
dedicated to them with pool table, table-football, and state-of-the-
art game consoles. To see and review the great classics or discover 
new films, they can take a seat in the comfortable ar-mchairs in the 

screening room.

To make your stay smooth and pleasant, we would be pleased to 
help you make your family stay as pleasant as possible and offer 

services & facilities that respond to families’ needs:

T H E  K I D S   
I C E F I E L D

A PLAYGROUND PARADISE

Extra beds, baby’s cribs, and 
portable bed

Bed barrier

Babysitting services on 
request

Bottle warmer

Highchair

Baby bathtub

Playard

Stroller
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M E E T I N G S
&  E V E N T S

SNOWY PEAKS AS A SOURCE OF INSPIRATION

Our 64 sqm meeting room can accommodate all your events from 10 to 80 people. 

Out of sight, but open onto the snowy mountains thanks to large windows, our meeting space has all the 
necessary equipment for your events. 

Whether you wish to organize a professional meeting, a seminar or celebrate a private occasion, our team 
accompanies you from the conception to the realization of your event. 
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It is no secret that the sustainability of our environment has now become a 
major focus, at the center of all concerns. Change takes time however the Hotel 

Annapurna has been working to do better, step by step.

Last season, paper has been banned from the rooms and the Guest Room 
Directory has been replaced with an APP where our guests can find absolutely 
everything, from our Room Service menu to our Kids Animations during the 

week or our availability for treatments at our Spa by Codage Paris!

At the restaurant as well as in the rooms, plastic bottles have been replaced by 
reusable glass bottles. The French family-owned company Cryo has been our 
partner on this project along with Lilii Water, eco-responsible brand, thanks to 
whom we now offer water and refreshing teas in our minibars. Both partners will 

keep accompanying us for the seasons to come.

On the gastronomy side, our Chef knows very well the importance of working 
with local suppliers, exclusively offering seasonal products. 

We also worked on updating our in-room toiletries and create products 
respecting the human body (no paraben, no silicone or chemicals) as well as our 

surrounding nature. 

C . S . R

Environmental initiatives
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A L E X I S 
A FAMILY HISTORY "

The Pinturault family, from grandparents to 
grandchildren, has always been passionate about 
mountains, skiing, sports, and nature. 

Alexis, Claude Pinturault’s son, inherited the passion 
of his family and became one of the best skiers in the 
world: 

• Champion of the overall rankings of the 
World Cup in 2020-2021

• Six-time medalist at the World 
Championship, out of which two 
victories

• Three times Olympic winner (twice 
Bronze medalist in Giant slalom and 
once Silver in combined)

• Winner of five small crystal globes 
(Giant & Combined)

He is the 3rd French skier of history to win the overall 
rankings at the World Cup after JC Killy and Luc 
Alphand.

At 31 years old, he totals 74 podiums for the World Cup, 
out of which 34 victories, which makes him the most 
successful French skier in history.

2020-2021
S A I S O N

The day of his 30th birthday, 
he wins the ‘‘Big Crystal Globe’’
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C O N TA C T S

HÔTEL ANNAPURNA
734 Route de l’Altiport

73120 Courchevel 1850 - France
info@annapurna-courchevel.com

annapurna-courchevel.com
+33 (0)4 79 08 04 60

Mrs Zoe VIGNAL
Director of Sales & Marketing 

zoe@annapurna-courchevel.com
+33 (0)7 86 57 61 06

Mrs Sandra PINTURAULT
General Manager  

Mrs Manon AUGUSTIN
Marketing & Communications Coordinator

manon@annapurna-courchevel.com
+33 (0)7 48 88 23 87




